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New Marathon Seating Collection
Designed to go the Distance
Ontario, Canada - Stance Healthcare announced today the release of a new metal seating collection for the
healthcare industry. Marathon provides a highly durable construction afforded by most project budgets.
Designed for endurance and durability, the Marathon Seating Collection features a fully-welded 14-gauge steel
frame, molded foam and a solid nylon arm that is virtually indestructible. Marathon has been engineered to
endure high levels of use over an extended period of time.
“We saw an opportunity in the industry to create a highly durable seating collection that meets the demands of
the healthcare environment, and also those projects with a smaller furniture budget,” says President, Carl
Kennedy. “Finding this balance required a lot of research and development from our engineering team and
feedback from individuals in the field. I promise this collection will not disappoint.”
The Marathon Seating Collection offers a wide assortment of seating configurations including three seat widths
as well as two-seat and three-seat configurations. An array of features and options are also available for this
collection including:
•
•
•
•
•

Arm designed to assist with ingress and egress
Wall-saver frame
Clean out space between seat and back
Choice of 6 frame colors and 3 arm colors
Coordinating tables available with solid surface tops

To see the Marathon Seating Collection, visit stancehealthcare.com or
visit our enhanced show space (booth 7-4050) at NeoCon 2018 from
June 11 – 13 at The Mart in Chicago. For show information visit
www.neocon.com.
About Stance Healthcare
Founded in 2006, Stance Healthcare manufactures furniture for healing environments, with a particular focus
on hospitals and behavioral health facilities. Stance Healthcare has a reputation for providing high quality
products that meet the ever-evolving demands in the areas of design, comfort, safety, durability, renewability,
infection control and environmental sustainability. With a strong understanding of patient-centered design,
Stance Healthcare is committed to providing innovative furniture solutions that support the healing process.
Please visit www.stancehealthcare.com for the latest news and in-depth information on Stance Healthcare.
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